Immediately after the adoption of the preliminary plans, invitations will be issued upon a scheme of distribution very similar to that which has heretofore been employed. It is hoped that Ninety-six primarily, together with Ninety-five and Ninety-seven, will evince an enthusiasm which will make the event wholly representative.

IN the resignation of Mr. John Howland Gardiner from the Board at a recent meeting, Monday, March 4th, Ninety-five has severed its formal connection with THE TECH. Mr. Gardiner's work has ever been fulfilled with exactness and regularity, and his loss, coming as it does at this time, will be keenly felt.

COMMUNICATIONS.

To the Editors do not hold themselves responsible for opinions expressed by correspondents.

To the Editors of The Tech:

The objections made to the arrangement of studies in Course XI., which were printed in a communication in your issue of Feb. 7, 1895, seem to be unjust and without foundation. The object of the training received in Water Analysis and other kindred subjects is not to make the student an expert in the work which, of course, would require much more practice than he now receives, but to give him such an acquaintance with the methods that he may be able to intelligently interpret the results of such analyses. The time devoted to this work seems to be as great as can possibly be spared from drawing or other engineering work. As to taking time from the less professional subjects, we may say that the requirements in this line are the same in all the engineering courses, and any change would involve serious difficulties. Moreover, these subjects are essential in order to give the broad, general education which students of technical schools should receive.

We believe that the arrangement of the schedule of studies in Course XI. is very good, and that the writer of the aforesaid article will, after more thought upon the subject, conclude that such is the case.

COURSE XI., '95.

The German plays will be conducted by Martin Roeder.

The water supply in the Architectural building is very poor.

The last engagement of the Glee Club was at Lincoln, on the 13th.

The lists of the class of '97 are posted. All corrections should be made at once.

All men with tenor voices are requested to join the chorus of the Deutscher Verein.

A Bohemian Supper of the Architectural Society will be held in the near future.

The senior laboratory work in Applied Mechanics will begin in the immediate future.

The new roster of officers of cadets gives the rank of each officer in a scale of sixteen.

Professor Niles has been unable to meet his classes during the past week owing to illness.

The Glee Club gave a concert at the Colonial Club, of Cambridge, on Saturday, March 2d.

Very efficient gas lights have been placed in the room now used by the Beaux Arts Competitors.

Messrs. Clark and Drake have had special electric wires introduced into Walker, to supply power for thesis work.

Course B. men in Military science must hereafter be present at lectures with the remainder of the class in Huntington Hall.

All January conditions in first, second, and third-year subjects must hereafter be taken in May rather than in September, as heretofore.